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Training LLMs

Pretraining 

- Unsupervised pre training from 
raw text. 



Training LLMs

Pretraining 
Alignment 

- Unsupervised pre training from 
raw text. 

- Instruction Tuning (Mishra et al., 2021, Wei et 

al., 2022a, Sanh et al., 2022)

- Reinforcement Learning with  human 

feedback (Bai et al., 2022a, Ouyang et al., 2022. )
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Data curation for alignment could be expensive

Alignment 

- Instruction Tuning

- Reinforcement Learning with  

human feedback 



Can we align models by finetuning on smaller datasets? 

Alignment 

- Instruction Tuning

- Reinforcement Learning with  

human feedback 



Superficial Alignment Hypothesis

Pretraining Alignment 

A model’s knowledge is 
learned almost entirely 
during pretraining. 

What part of this knowledge 
should be used ? 

What is the correct format and 
style to use ? 

Finetuning on 1000 
examples  with high 
quality might help. 



Alignment Data Curation (Community QA)

High quality and diverse questions and answers from forums

r/WritingPrompts



Alignment Data Curation (Manually Authored)

Toxicity

Advice on 
attending ML 
conferences 

……..

Summarize 
the passage 

: 

- Hand-written samples 
by the authors

- Super Natural 
Instructions



Training Examples from different sources



Training LIMA 

LLaMa
LIMA 

Dataset 



Model Evaluation

- Crowdworkers are asked to compare LIMA outputs to all baselines 
and label their preferred

- GPT4 as a judge LLM 

- Roughly 80% annotator agreement between 

humans

- 78 % agreement between GPT4 and humans



Results (Human Preference Study)

ALPACA was 
finetuned on 50X 

more examples 
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Results (Human Preference Study)

ALPACA was trained 
on 50X more examples 

Davinci003 was 
trained with RLHF

Comparable > 40% of the time



Comparing human evaluations and GPT4 as a judge

- ….

- ….



 Ablations on Data Diversity, Quality, and Quantity

7B LLaMa

Training Evaluation

Scale Indicator

1 Not Helpful

2 Somewhat helpful

3 Moderately helpful

4 Helpful

5 Very Helpful

6 Highly helpful
2X LIMA dataset



 Ablations on Data Diversity, Quality, and Quantity

Prompt Diversity 

- Training on quality filtered Stack 

Exchange data  (heterogeneous 

prompts) vs wikiHow data 

(homogeneous prompts)

- Stack Exchange yields higher 

performance 



 Ablations on Data Diversity, Quality, and Quantity

Response Quality 

- Unfiltered stack exchange data vs 

Filtered stack exchange data

- Filtered data also yields higher 

performance 



 Ablations on Data Diversity, Quality, and Quantity

Quantity 

- Scale up the number of examples in the 

stack exchange portion of the dataset

- Doubling the training set does not 

improve response quality

- No mention of the quality and diversity 

as they scale the dataset .



Conclusion
- The authors pose the Superficial alignment Hypothesis 

- Data diversity and quality should be optimized for over quantity when curating 

alignment data. 

- Curating such examples manually can be significantly difficult. 

- Finetuning strong LMS on such data could yield benefits over models trained 

with superior alignment methods. 
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The False Promise of 
Imitating Proprietary LLMs 
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Pieter Abbeel,  Sergey Levine, Dawn Song



Instruct-GPT

- Before Instruct-GPT: LLMs’ outputs  tended to be unaligned with user intent

- Paper claimed to improve user alignment on wide range of tasks by fine-tuning on “human 

feedback”

- In human evals, Instruct-GPT generations preferred over 100x larger model’s (175B GPT-3)

- Shows improvements in truthfulness, reduction in toxicity, better generalization over OOD 

instructions





How we get Instruct-GPT



SELF-Instruct



Alpaca



Multiverse of Camelids (and other things…)

Vicuna 13B

Alpaca 7B

TULU (7B-65B)

Dolly 2.0 12B



False Promise of Imitation
● At surface level, seems like output quality of imitation models almost as good as Proprietary LLMs

○ Much better than their Base LLMs



False Promise of Imitation

● But deeper evals show imitation doesn’t 

actually bridge the quality gap between 

the Base LM and Proprietary models
○ “They are adept at mimicking ChatGPT’s 

style but not its factuality”

● Imitation LMs perform poorly on 

automatic evals like NQ, MMLU, 

HumanEval

right wrongambi



False Promise of Imitation

Where does that leave us and what can we takeaway:

1. Need to large imitation datasets that are diverse and high quality to maybe match proprietary LLM 

quality - quite unfeasible 

2. This imitation game is not going to close the gap between open-source LLMs and proprietary LLMs

a. Cheap instruction-tuning cannot mask deficiencies in  base model quality

CTA: Need to develop better base open-source LLMs



Datasets and Methodology

● Curated seed set from QA pairs from the NQ 

Validation Set

● Generated 6000 (Q, A) by randomly sampling 5 (Q,A) 

pairs from the seed set and prompting ChatGPT to 

similar examples.

Task Specific Imitation



Datasets and Methodology

Broad Coverage Imitation

ShareGPT HC3
ChatGPT 

Bots

ShareGPT-Mix



ShareGPT



Results

Increasing the amount of imitation data doesn’t corresponds to performance gains; 
sometimes results in regressions



Results

Increasing model size results in performance gains alluding to their point about needing 
stronger base LMs to catch up with closed-source models



Results

Wang et al., 2023

https://www.semanticscholar.org/reader/fbd2c8089870814449f9254a711041bbae145a82


Result: Training local imitation models is far more successful



Result: Training local imitation models is far more successful

Wang et al., 2023

https://www.semanticscholar.org/reader/fbd2c8089870814449f9254a711041bbae145a82


Results



Results

Instruction-tuning improve 
harmlessness GPT4 tends to favor responses with more 

unique tokens



Conclusion

● Instruction-tuning doesn’t help bridge the quality gap between less powerful LMs and more 

powerful LMs

● Increasing  amount of imitation data doesn’t result in performance gains; using more capable base 

models does
○ Albeit highest gains in performance with imitation data are seen with smaller models

○ Performance gains drop off with larger models

● Instruction-tuning is more successful when it is used for task-specific purposes

○ Potential for MoE models based on this result?

● Instruction-tuning does seem useful in improving harmlessness of base LMs
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Discussion Questions

● What do you find problematic about this paper’s 
experiments? Do the experiments support the authors’ 
arguments? 

● While they claim “imitation learning doesn’t improve 
factuality”, they only test on a single QA dataset. Is the 
result on a single dataset sufficient to support such a strong 
claim? 

● One important factor is that they train a model in a zero-shot 
instruction-only way while testing them with/ few-shot 
demonstrations in the main results. Such zero-shot 
instruction-tuned models are known to be brittle struggle 
with using demonstrations and often show performance 
deteriorations. This discrepancy between the train/test may 
add some additional noise to the experimental results. 

● Could we add the instruction-tuning process to our 
pre-training recipes instead of doing in it later in the model 
development process? How would that translate to model 
benefits?

● Overall, do you agree with the authors’ claim? Do 
you think the experiments support their 
arguments? If not, how could they have improved? 

● Generating synthetic training data from LLMs is 
getting popular while this work they use 
human-annotated data. Which data is good/bad for 
teaching LMs to be more versatile ? 

● How credible is the Superficial Alignment 

Hypothesis ? Is alignment all about matching human 

preferences and learning styles ?  

The False Promise of 
Imitating Proprietary LLMs

LIMA: Less is More for alignment


